
How to Configure a PanelMate PC/ePro Config.pps file to
Reference a Floating Point Value Through a KepWare OPC

Connection.

Traditionally, to display a floating point value on a PanelMate unit when referencing and re-
formatting a standard word reference, the following expression would be entered [plc1,wordreference#fp]
this is true for standalone PanelMate units and PanelMate PC/ePro applications using a native PanelMate
PC driver. The [plc1,wordreferenc#fp] format designator is used on PLC references that are not normally a
floating point type in the PLC.  Some PLC models have floating point type references and in those cases
the #fp format designator is not used in the PanelMate, the reference is used as any standard word
reference. One example is the Allen-Bradley “F” register, to reference this in PanelMate, the expression
[PLC1,F8:22] would be used.  For a standard word reference to be formatted as floating point in PanelMate
the expression is as follows [PLC1,N7:0#fp].   Check the specific CutlerHammer PLC Communication
Driver Manual or the PLC manufacturer manual for details on specific PLC models to determine if the PLC
and the PanelMate driver support the floating point data type. The method of displaying a floating point
value on a PanelMate PC/ePro application talking to a PLC through the KepWare OPC Server on a
standard word reference is slightly different. To display a floating point value, follow the steps below.

Steps 1 through 5 correspond to the “Identification” section of the General tab of the “Tag Properties” setup
window in the KepWare configuration software.  
Steps 6 through 10 apply to the “Data Properties” section of the General tab of the “Tag Properties” and
saving all of the changes in the KepWare configuration software.  Note:  The Scaling tab in the “Tag
Properties” setup window is left at the default settings.
Steps 11 and 12 describe editing a PanelMate Variable Sized Readout Template in the PanelMate
configuration software.

For steps 1 through 10 refer to Figure 1.1 below.

1. In the KepWare software select the appropriate device under the Channel by performing a single left
click of the mouse on the device to select it.  Once the device is selected it will have a dark blue
background indicating it has been selected.

2. Click the New Tag button, this will open the Tag Properties editing window.
3. In the “Name:” box of the Tag Properties window enter a tagname.   Note:  The name entered here will

be used when configuring the PanelMate template (step 12 below) that displays the floating point
value, for example to reference this tag, enter [GEFLOAT] in the PanelMate software.

4. Enter the PLC word reference.  Note:  This example was configured using GE PLC addressing thus the
R100 PLC word reference.  Refer to the appropriate KepWare help documentation for the specific
referencing for other PLC types.

5. The “Description:” box is optional.
6. In the “Data type:” select Float as the type.
7. For “Client access:” select the appropriate access level desired, Read Only or Read/Write.
8. Leave the “DDE Scan Rate:” at the default setting.
9. Click ok to save the Tag Settings.
10. Select File and Save or click the floppy disk to save the KEPWare.opf file changes.

For steps 11 and 12 refer to Figure 1.2 below.
     
11. In the PanelMate configuration software, double click the template that the floating point value is to be

displayed in and select the Expressions tab.  
12. Note:  The method of displaying a floating point value with the OPC driver is different in that it DOES

NOT use the standard #FP format indicator as with the traditional PanelMate communication drivers.
Enter the tagname as defined in step 3 above in square brackets.
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Figure 1.2 PanelMate Configuration Software.
11.  Double click the template to open the editing dialog box.  Select the Expressions tab.

12.  Enter the tagname identified in Step 3 above.


